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Introduction. Diffusion tensor (DT) MRI allows to obtain indices of white matter (WM) integrity. A method to 
obtain estimates of WM fiber bundle volumes using DT MRI has also been developed [1]. Investigating the 
relationship between simultaneous age effects on different diffusivity parameters could provide more insight 
into the mechanisms of WM aging [2]. In this study, we investigate linear and nonlinear microstructural and 
volumetric changes of WM tracts with aging, using DT MRI-based tractography 
Methods. Conventional and DT MRI was obtained in 84 healthy volunteers (age range=13–70 years). DT MRI 
tractography was performed to segment the major brain WM tracts, bilaterally. Mean diffusivity (MD), 
fractional anisotropy (FA), axial diffusivity (AD), and radial diffusivity (RD) of each tract were measured. WM 
tract volume was assessed measuring the Jacobian determinant of the transformation between an FA atlas and 
subjects' FA maps [3]. Linear and quadratic relationships between age and DT MRI metrics were tested. 
Results. A linear correlation was found between age and MD increase and FA decrease in all WM tracts, except 
for the right cingulum and bilateral uncinate fasciculus where a linear correlation with age was found for FA, 
only. The quadratic regression model better fitted MD increase and FA decrease in several WM tracts. Age-
related MD increase and FA decrease were associated with region-specific patterns of RD increase and both 
decrease and increase in AD. A linear negative correlation was found between age and WM tract volumes in the 
left cingulum and fornix, while the quadratic model better fitted age-related volume decline in the corpus 
callosum and right inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus. 
 

 
 
Figure. The figure shows the scatterplots of the linear and quadratic correlations between subject’s age and the 
different DT MRI metrics of the corpus callosum. 
 
Conclusions. WM loss of integrity and volume varies with age by WM tract and may reflect different degrees 
of severity of changes in microstructural and macrostructural WM properties.  
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